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Philips Hue White and colour ambience 915005988101 ceiling
lighting LED G

Brand : Philips Product family: Hue White and
colour ambience

Product code: 915005988101

Product name :
915005988101

1800lm, 25000h, 6500K

Philips Hue White and colour ambience 915005988101 ceiling lighting LED G:

Bring the cinema home with the Play gradient light tube large in white. Place or mount beneath a TV to
cast a blend of colourful light. Rotate the tube to shine it in any direction – a perfect complement to
surround lighting.

Control your way
Use a Hue app, your voice or smart accessories to control your set-up.

Customise with the Hue app
Control the Play gradient light tube with your smartphone or tablet using one of the Hue apps.

Go hands-free with voice
Pair with smart home assistants, such as Amazon Alexa, Apple HomeKit and Google Assistant, to control
your lights with voice commands.

Pair with the Hue sync box
Enable surround lighting with the Philips Hue Play HDMI sync box. Watch your lights – including the Play
gradient light tube – flash, dim, brighten and change colour in sync with your screen. Hue Bridge
required.

Design

Product colour * White
Suitable for indoor use
Suitable for outdoor use *
Mounting type * Surfaced
International Protection (IP) code IP20

Lamps

Bulb(s) included *
Bulb type LED
Bulb power 20 W
Colour temperature (min) 2200 K

Lamps

Colour temperature (max) 6500 K
Bulb lifetime 25000 h
Luminous flux 1800 lm

Power

Energy efficiency class G

Packaging data

Package width 120 mm
Package depth 1416 mm
Package height 100 mm
Package weight 1.02 kg
Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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